The common practice for teaching of classical Chinese words in classical novels is to provide notes and translation. They are practically useful but students will easily rely on them and do not think about the actual meanings of the target words, nor can they grasp the real value of novels, and not to mention the chance to incite the motivation for learning. Notes and translations are not useless, but they will be more useful if we provide some other references for the students to compare and analyze, so that they can not only comprehend the classical words and the content, but also accelerate their abilities of high order thinking, aesthetic and discrimination, which are the functions of novels as literary works. The methods for compare and contrast are: 5. Provide the students with similar words with the same radicals or similar meanings so that they can compare and make inference for the actual meanings;
6. Delete those words and then compare the text with and without those words, so that the students can deduce the meanings and also appreciate the artistic beauty of novels as literatures.
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